MELO 3D: OER Process for Participating Gateway Disciplines

Contact:
Emily Puckett Rodgers
Open Education Coordinator, Open.Michigan

Goals:
- Provide openly licensed course materials (OER) to contextualize the use of Learning Objects in gateway classes that are participating in the MELO 3D grant (2011).
- Increase awareness of the use of Learning Objects in the classroom.
- Illustrate outcomes of MELO 3D project.

Preparation:
Identify, hire and train appropriate dScribe to clear content (Emily Puckett Rodgers will identify and train this individual with support from the MELO project leads).

Faculty Involvement:
1. Choose an open license for your course materials and fill out a U-M permission form: http://openmi.ch/genpermission
2. Send original, editable (not pdf) forms of all materials to dScribe and Emily Puckett Rodgers (epuckett@umich.edu) to review, prepare and publish.
   - You can include:
     - lecture slides
     - reading lists
     - syllabus
     - assignments or quizzes you have prepared
     - other material you have created that is intended to use in this course
     - solicit student examples of exemplary assignments (Students must choose their own license using the link above and submit editable versions of the materials to the dScribe and Emily Puckett Rodgers.)
3. Review and approve OER versions of material before publication.

Note: Faculty have the option of becoming “Resource Managers” for their content published with Open.Michigan. Functioning in this role, faculty have permission to edit and upload content to the Open.Michigan publication platform that hosts their course-based content. This allows faculty to update materials, add new materials or add versions to the resource page on Open.Michigan.

Timeframe:
- Early July 2011: Hire and train dScribe

Except where otherwise noted, this content is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution license: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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- Mid July-August 2011: dScribe will work up to 20 hours per week from to analyze, clear and prepare content to be published as OER
- September 2011: OER will be published on Open.Michigan site and can be promoted to currently enrolled students in participating gateway courses
- Ongoing: as LOs and wrappers are created for the courses, they can be licensed and added the the course pages on Open.Michigan

Open.Michigan Publishing Process: